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Abstract

Regression testing is any type of software testing, which seeks to uncover regression bugs. Regression bugs occur as a consequence of program changes. Common methods of regression testing are re-running previously run tests and checking whether previously-fixed faults have re-emerged. Regression testing must be conducted to confirm that recent program changes have not harmedly affected existing features and new tests must be created to test new features. Testers might rerun all test cases generated at earlier stages to ensure that the program behaves as expected. However, as a program evolves the regression test set grows larger, old tests are rarely discarded, and the expense of regression testing grows. Repeating all previous test cases in regression testing after each major or minor software revision or patch is often impossible due to time pressure and budget constraints. On the other hand, for software revalidation by arbitrarily omitting test cases used in regression testing is risky.

Our proposed algorithms automate an important portion of the regression-testing process, and they operate more efficiently than most other regression test selection algorithms. The algorithms are more general than most other techniques. They handle regression test selection for single procedures and for groups of interacting procedures. They also handle all language constructs and all types of program modifications for procedural languages.
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1. Introduction

Estimates indicate that software maintenance activities account for as much as two-thirds of the cost of software production [39]. One necessary but expensive maintenance task is regression testing, performed on a modified program to introduce confidence that changes have been made are correct, and have not adversely affected unchanged portions of the program. An important difference between regression testing and development testing is that during regression testing an established set of tests is available for reuse. One approach to reusing tests, the retest all approach, chooses all such tests, but this strategy may consume excessive time and resources. An alternate approach, selective retest, chooses a subset of tests from the old test set, and uses this subset to test the modified program.

Although many techniques for selective retest have been developed [1, 3, 4, 13, 17, 20, 21 28, 29 37, 40, 41], there is no established basis for evaluation and comparison of these techniques. Classifying selective retest strategies for evaluation and comparison is difficult because distinct philosophies lie behind the existing approaches. Minimization approaches [3, 19, 21] assume that the goal of regression testing is to reestablish satisfaction of some structural coverage criterion, and aim to identify a minimal set of tests that must be rerun to meet that criterion. Coverage approaches [1, 4, 17, 29, 37, 40, 41], like minimization approaches, rely on coverage criteria, but do not require minimization. Instead, they assume that a second but equally important goal of regression testing is to rerun tests that could produce different output, and they use coverage criteria as a guide in selecting such tests.
Safe approaches [10, 13, 20] place less emphasis on coverage criteria, and aim instead to select every test that will cause the modified program to produce different output than the original program.

These philosophies lead selective retest methods to distinctly different results in test selection. Despite these differences, there are identified categories in which selective retest approaches can be compared and evaluated. These categories are inclusiveness, precision, efficiency, generality, and accountability [9].

- Inclusiveness: measures the extent to which a method chooses tests that will cause the modified program to produce different output.
- Precision: measures the ability of a method to avoid choosing tests that will not cause the modified program to produce different output.
- Efficiency: measures the computational cost and automation ability, and thus practicality, of a selective retest approach.
- Generality: measures the ability of a method to handle realistic and diverse language constructs, arbitrarily complex code modifications, and realistic testing applications.
- Accountability measures a method's support for coverage criteria, that is, the extent to which the method can aid in the evaluation of test suite adequacy.

These categories form criteria for evaluation and comparison of selective retest approaches. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents background information. Section 3 presents our proposed regression testing techniques. Section 4 outlines the support system. Section 5 discusses the empirical results, and section 6 presents the conclusion and further work.

2. Background

Most work on regression testing addresses the following problem: Given program P, its modified version P', and test set T used previously to test P, find a way, making use of T, to gain sufficient confidence in the correctness of P'. Solutions to the problem typically consist of the following steps:

1. Identify the modifications that were made to P. Some approaches assume the availability of a list of modifications, perhaps created by a cooperating editor that tracks the changes applied to P [9]. Other approaches assume that a mapping of code segments in P to their corresponding segments in P' can be obtained using algorithms that perform slicing [43].
2. Select T' included in T, the set of tests to re-execute on P'. This step may make use of the results of step 1, coupled with test history information that records the input, output, and execution history for each test. An execution history for a given test lists the statements or code segments exercised by that test. For example, figure 1 shows test history information for procedure AVG.

S1. count = 0
S2. fread(fileptr,n)
S3. while (not EOF) do
S4. if (n<0) 
S5. return(error) 
Else
S6. numarray[count]
S7. count++
3. Retest P' with T', establishing P' correctness with respect to T'. Since we are concerned with testing the correctness of the modified code in P', we retest P' with each Ti ∈ T'. As tests in T' are rerun, new test history information may be gathered for them.

4. If necessary, create new tests for P'. When T' does not achieve the required coverage of P', new tests are needed. These may include functional tests required by specification changes, and/or structural tests required by coverage criteria.

5. Create T'', a new test set history for P'. The new test set includes tests from steps 2 and 4, and old tests that were not selected, provided they remain valid. New test history information is gathered for tests whose histories have changed, if those histories have not yet been recorded.

The five categories described below are the criteria for evaluating selective retest approaches.

**Inclusiveness**

Inclusiveness measures the extent to which S chooses modification-revealing tests from T for inclusion in T'. We define inclusiveness relative to a particular program, modified program, and test set as follows: suppose T contains n modification-revealing tests, and S (regression testing strategy) selects m of these tests. The inclusiveness of S relative to P, P', and T is the percentage calculated by the expression ((m/n) * 100).

**Precision**

Precision measures the extent to which a selective retest strategy omits tests that are non-modification revealing. The definition of precision relative to a particular program, modified program and test set, is as follows:

**Efficiency**

We measure the efficiency of a selective retest method in terms of its space and time requirements. Space efficiency is affected by the test history and program analysis information a strategy must store. Where time is concerned, a selective retest strategy is more economical than a retest-all strategy if the cost of selecting T' is less than the cost of running the tests in T-T' [16]. Thus, efficiency varies with the size of the test set that a method
selects, as well as with the computational cost of that method. Methods for evaluating algorithms are well understood and will not be discussed in this thesis. However, we discuss several factors that must be considered when evaluating the efficiency of selective retest algorithms.

**Generality**

The generality of a selective retest method is its ability to function in a wide and practical range of situations. Selective retest algorithms should function in the presence of arbitrarily complex code modifications. Also, although we could apply different methods in different settings, we prefer methods that handle all types of language constructs, and large classes of programs. The need for information on program modifications is also a generality issue since requiring knowledge of modifications may impose unreasonable restrictions.

**Accountability**

Studies suggest that structural test coverage criteria increase the effectiveness of testing [8]. If a program is initially tested with such a criterion, then after modifications it is desirable to confirm that the criterion remains satisfied. Alternatively, if a program is not initially tested using a coverage criterion, it is still possible to apply a criterion at regression test time, ensuring that all new or modified portions of the code have been covered properly [35]. The term accountability to refer to the extent to which a selective retest method promotes the use of structural coverage criteria. Selective retest methods may promote this use by identifying unsatisfied program components, or selecting tests that maximize the coverage achievable. Both coverage and minimization methods facilitate such efforts.

3. The Proposed Security Regression Testing Technique

**Observations**

One critical necessary maintenance activity, security regression testing, is performed on modified secure interfaces to provide confidence that the software behaves correctly and modifications have not adversely impacted the system's security, in order that the trusted code remains trusted.

An important difference between regression testing and development testing is that, during regression testing, an established suite of tests may be available for reuse. One absurd security regression-testing strategy is to reruns all such tests, but this retest-all approach may consume inordinate time and resources. On the other hand, Selective security retest techniques, attempt to reduce the time required to retest a secure program by selectively reusing tests and selectively retesting the modified program. These techniques address two problems:

1. The problem of selecting tests from an existing test suite, and
2. The problem of determining where additional tests may be required.

Both of these problems are important. Our new strategy presents an enhanced regression test selection technique that is specifically tailored for trusted applications. The approach constructs control flow graphs for a secure procedure or program and its modified version and use these graphs to select tests that execute changed code from the original test suite. The new strategy has several advantages over other regular regression test selection techniques. Unlike many techniques, our algorithms select tests that may now execute new or modified statements and tests that formerly executed statements that have been deleted from the original program.
We prove that under certain conditions the algorithms are safe: that is, they select every test from the original test suite that can expose faults in the modified program. Moreover, they are more precise than other safe algorithms because they select fewer such tests than those algorithms. Our algorithms automate an important portion of the regression-testing process, and they operate more efficiently than most other regression test selection algorithms. Finally, our algorithms are more general than most other techniques. They handle regression test selection for single procedures and for groups of interacting procedures. They also handle all language constructs and all types of program modifications for procedural languages. We have implemented our algorithms and conducted empirical studies on several subject programs and modified versions. The results suggest that, in practice, the algorithms can precisely and safely reduce in a significant way the cost of regression testing of a modified program.

**Algorithm for Secure Regression Testing**

Our algorithm SelectTests, given in figure 2, takes a procedure P, its changed version P', and the test history for P, and returns T', the subset of tests from T that could possibly expose errors if run on P. The algorithm constructs CDG's for P and P', and then calls procedure Compare with the entry nodes E and E' of the two CDG's.

Compare is a recursive procedure. Given any two CDG nodes N and N', Compare method marks these nodes "visited", and then determines whether the children of these nodes are equivalent. If any two children are not equivalent, a difference between P and P' has been encountered. In this case, the only tests of P that may have traversed the change in P are those that traversed N in P. Thus, Compare returns all tests known to have traversed N. If, on the other hand, the children of N and N' are equivalent, Compare calls itself on all pairs of equivalent non-visited predicate or region nodes that are children of N and N', and returns the union of the tests (if any) required to test changes under these children.

Algorithm SelectTests

Input Procedure P, changed version P', and test set T
Output test set T'

Begin
Construct CDG and CDG', CDG's of P and P' let E and E' be entry nodes of CDG and
CDG' T' = Compare (E, E')
End

Procedure Compare

Input N and N': nodes in CDG and CDG' output test set T'
Begin
Mark N and N' "visited"
If the children of N and N' differ return (all tests attached to N) else
T' = NULL
For each region or predicate child node of N not yet "visited" do
Find C', the corresponding child of N' T' = T' U Compare(C, C')
End (* for *) end (* if *) end

Figure 2: The SelectTests Algorithm.

**Example of Test Selection Using SelectTests**

Let us consider procedure MedRec' a shown in figure 3, a changed version of procedure MedRec. In MedRec', statement S7 has mistakenly been deleted, and statement S5a has been added. When called with MedRec and MedRec', SelectTests constructs the CDG's for MedRec and MedRec', and calls procedure compare with entry and entry'. Procedure
Compare finds the children of these nodes equivalent, and invokes itself (invocation 2) on R1 and R1'. Recursive calls continue in this manner on nodes P3 and P3' (invocation 3), R2 and R2' (invocation 4), and P4 and P4' (invocation 5). In each case the children of the nodes are found equivalent.

Procedure MedRec
S1. Read(user, password)
S2. find permission where user = usr and password = pwd no-lock.
P3. for each medrec :
P4. If medrec.perm_level<=usr_perm_level
S5a. count = count + 1.
Else
S6. Msg(full access denied, general info only)
S7. Browse_medrec:add(partial_medrec)
S8. Refresh Browse_medrec
End ForEach
S9. msg(read complete!)
S10. release(user, password)

Figure 3: The MedRec’ Procedure.

In invocation 6 (on R4 and R4'), procedure Compare discovers nonequivalent children, and thus returns test T2, the only test attached to R4, to invocation 5. Next, Compare calls itself with R5 and R5'. Compare discovers nonequivalent children again, and returns T3, the only test attached to R5. (Because R1 has already been visited, Compare does not examine it again.) Returning up the tree, \{T2, T3\} is passed back to invocation 4, and then to invocation 3. Here, Compare calls itself with R3 and R3', finds no differences, and returns a null set. Invocation 3 passes \{T2, T3\} up the tree to invocation 2, then to invocation 1, and finally to the main procedure. The resulting test set, \{T2, T3\}, contains all the tests that could possibly exhibit different behavior in A2. If the deletion of S7 had been the only change, only \{T3\} would have been returned. Had the addition of S5a been the only change, only \{T2\} would have been returned. Most other methods [1, 19, 21, 28, 29, 32, 37, 41] fail to identify T2 and/or T3 as necessary.

To see how SelectTests handles predicate changes, imagine what happens if line P4 in procedure A1 is also changed (erroneously) to "n>0". This change alters only the text associated with node P4 in program A2's CDG. Called with procedures A1 and A2, SelectTests proceeds as in the previous example until it reaches R2 and R2'. Here it finds nonequivalent children, and returns \{T2, T3\}. Note that in this case, no analysis is needed on nodes under P4. No other methods for test case selection make use of the opportunities afforded by the nesting of control dependencies to reduce analysis in this fashion.
Procedure Compare in SelectTests requires a method for determining when the children of two CDG nodes differ. A simple algorithm for doing this checks corresponding nodes for identical text contents.

This simple algorithm is inexpensive and easy to implement, but can be imprecise. Consider, for example, the program fragments shown in Figure 3, in which two unrelated assignment statements, S1 and S2, are swapped. The simple algorithm considers statement order significant, so it finds the children of entry and entry’ different, and returns all the tests attached to entry. An algorithm that distinguishes between semantic and syntactic changes would note that the behavior of the nodes under entry and entry’ is not, in fact, different, and would continue searching the CDG’s for real differences.

This simple algorithm is inexpensive and easy to implement, but can be imprecise. Consider, for example, a secure program fragment, in which two unrelated assignment statements, S1 and S2, are swapped. The simple algorithm considers statement order significant, so it finds the children of entry and entry’ different, and returns all the tests attached to entry. An algorithm that distinguishes between semantic and syntactic changes would note that the behavior of the nodes under entry and entry’ is not, in fact, different, and would continue searching the CDG’s for real differences.

On the other hand, any algorithm that is useful in this matter will increase the precision of the approach for an exchange with computational cost. We observe that when the backward slices of two PDG nodes are equal then the statements are semantically equivalent [35]. So, in addition to comparing ordered CDG nodes for textual equivalence, we should compare nodes that are not textually equivalent with backward slicing. Note that the use of backward slicing for nodes is only applicable for "statement nodes" within same regions in both CDS's, since any swapping of positions of "statement nodes" that removes the node from outside its original parent region will result a change in the structure of CDS. Hence, backward slicing is not applicable.

It is necessary to be able to determine when different secure program statements have equivalent behaviors. Given program points p1 and p2 in programs P1 and P2, respectively, we say that p1 and p2 have equivalent behavior if for every initial state on which both P1 and P2 terminate normally; p1 and p2 produce the same sequence of values [5, 43].

Furthermore we use a table or a hash table to store slices of each node that is a child of node N in P and N’ in P’ who aren’t identical and then we attempt to match the slices of children of node N' in P'. We can further improve the hash table approach. We calculate and stores complete slices on each non-identical node in the PDG, we reduce slice calculation by summarizing the slices computed for nodes higher in the hierarchy, and using these summaries in subsequent slice computations. For example, given a PDG, when we encounter and attempt to slice back on a node Si, slices of nodes Si-n have been previously computed and found equivalent. We need slice no farther back from these nodes

4. Support System

We have implemented a security regression testing tool as a support system for this thesis. The objective of the support system is to prove the validity and applicability of the concepts and strategies presented earlier. The developed system helps testers and application maintainer understand the secure applications, identify code changes, support software and requirements updates, enhance, and detect change effects. It helps create a testing environment to select test cases to be rerun when a change is made to the trusted application using our 3-phase regression testing methodology.
The system tool is made for Progress database applications programmed using the Progress language.

5. Empirical Results

We use a prototype of a grant-revoke application. We propose a random number of modifications to the application. Then, we study modifications using our maintenance tool and report the regions and the test cases that should be rerun according to the regression testing strategy implemented in the tool. The experimental work is done on a PC, running Pentium IV 3.2 GHz, 512 MB RAM, and using the PC version of Progress.

The application is a grant-revoke secure application (figure 4), which contains most of the language constructs, statement, and controls that we have studied.

In figure 5, we present a summary of test cases presented in this section. We classify these results into two parts. In the first part, we give the results of phase one of our regression testing methodology for secure applications. In the second part, we give the results of phase two, which include a count of test case classes selected by our tool.

Phase 1 results include a list of the following:
1. Directly affected regions.
2. Indirectly affected regions.

Phase 2 results include a list of the following:
1. Test case classes selected by our strategy.
2. Percentage of test case reduction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modification Cases</th>
<th>Directly affected regions</th>
<th>Indirectly affected regions</th>
<th>Percentage Of test Case selections</th>
<th>Percentage Of Reduction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Modify statement.</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>72.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Add statement.</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>83.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Delete Statement.</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>33.16</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5: Summary of Results. (Total Test cases = 40)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement Type</th>
<th>Modify</th>
<th>Add</th>
<th>Delete</th>
<th>Move</th>
<th>Modify</th>
<th>Delete</th>
<th>Add</th>
<th>Move</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Modify Statement</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>30.5</td>
<td>72.25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modify Predicate</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>66</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delete predicate</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>88</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add Predicate</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>65.37</td>
<td>33.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Move predicate</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reduction Percentage</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Modify statement</td>
<td>72.7</td>
<td>83.25</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>72.25</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>33.5</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add statement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delete statement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Move statement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modify Predicate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delete predicate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add predicate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Move predicate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6: Percentage of test case reduction.

Using our new strategy in trusted regression testing, the tool did a good test reduction and selection job. Out of 80 test vectors of the original test suite used to test the trusted application, we had on average 39% of test cases selected with average of 17 regions directly affected, and 9 regions indirectly affected. This ratio is greatly affected by the number of modifications and the distribution of test cases within the regions. The number of affected regions per modifications depends on the interaction level between the regions in the trusted application. On the other hand, Execution time was negligible, and this varies according to the size of the trusted application.

We repeated each experiment five times for each (base trusted program, modified version). The experimental results showed that our strategy reduced the size of selected tests, and the overall savings were promising.

In fact, our tool reduced test case by more than 60% on average comparing to "select-all" approach. On the other hand, 60% reduction of test cases is equal to days, hours, even weeks of testing effort. These results show that our approach is precise, and directed towards safety, and greater precision in regression testing of trusted applications.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we presented regression testing algorithms for trusted database applications that are efficient and more general than other techniques. The algorithms handle regression test selection for single procedures and groups of interacting procedures. They handle language constructs and different types of program modifications for procedural languages.

Future work includes using more components for case studies, performing additional empirical results to evaluate the effectiveness of our technique, and applying a variety of code
changes to our tool in a production re-test environment. We are looking into utilizing statistical analysis tool such as SPSS to aid in determining the effectiveness of our technique in practice.

Below we briefly expand on some of these issues:

- Implement the technique in production test environment: compared to computer processing time, the time of software engineers is much more costly. Hence, automation is essential to the usability of security regression testing methodology. Our tool for trusted application regression testing can be implemented in a production re-test environment.

- Use statistical analysis tools to determine the effectiveness of our strategy in practice: when we evaluated our technique, we found that the future use of a statistical analysis tool can be powerful in measuring test selections, and improvements on test selections.

From our experience, incomplete and out-of-date documentation exists throughout project development and always causes big problems. Because requirement capturing and system design are often done in an informal way, requirement and design documentation is written manually. That causes more serious problems in trusted application re-testing since the document is error-prone. As a part of testing, documentation testing is not done efficiently. Formal regression testing methodologies still have practical problems and not tailored specifically for trusted applications. This thesis has opened new research topics related to secure application regression testing.
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